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BRIEFS

New program examines complexities
of asylum/refugee law
Behind the headlines that tell of the
plight of the world's 14 million refugees lies
a maze of many governments' policies,
individual and national decisions,
questions of sovereignty and human rights,
and a host of other issues that make
asylum and refugee law an increasingly
complicated field.
More than ever, lawyers working with
refugee and asylum issues need to have a
thorough grounding in the theories and
practices that underlie such questions. In
recognition of this need, the law School
has launched the Program in Refugee and
Asylum law, which incorporates sequential
course work, seminars, clinical experience,
the expertise of visiting scholars and
summer internsh.ips.
"In sum, the University of Michigan Law
School will offer the largest number of
professional and graduate educational
opportunities in refugee and asylum law of
any law school in the world," according to
the proposal for the program approved by
the faculty last fall. "These encompass a
diversity of learning methods (doctrinal,
critical, empirical, interdisciplinary,
experiential) applied to the international,
domestic, and comparative dimensions of
the legal regime for protection of refugees."
Professor James C. Hathaway, an
internationally respected specialist in
refugee and asylum law who joined the
faculty last year, directs the new program.
The new program includes:
■ A basic course, International Law; a
foundation course, International Refugee
law; a seminar, Comparative Asylum law;
a clinical program in U.S. asylum law; and
an interdisciplinary research seminar,
Emerging Responses to Forced Migration.
■ Summer internships at leading
refugee protection agencies in the United
States and abroad.
■ Visiting scholars. The first visiting
scholar, Erik Roxstrom of the University of
Bergen in Norway, spent the fall term at the
law School working on a study of the
relationship between refugee law and the
international legal duty of nondiscrimination.
■ A colloquium, Challenges in
International Refugee law, to be held
each spring.

The first four summer interns were
named late in the fall term: Anne Cusick,
who will intern with the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees,
Washington, D.C.; Rachel Lessem, to intern
with Forced Migration Projects, The Open
Society Institute, New York; Ali Saidi, to
intern with the Coordinator of Refugee
Work at the International Secretariat of
Amnesty International, London; and
Kathryn Socha, who will intern with the
Representative of the European Council on
Refugees and Exiles to the European
Union, Brussels.
"My interest in migration generally dates
to when I was in graduate school at the
Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies in Washington, D.C.,
and worked at the Population Reference
Bureau, where I was exposed to migration
in the context of population pressures in
sending countries," Cusick said in her
internship application. 'This personal
interest turned into something of a baptism
by fire when I joined the Foreign Service
and was assigned to the U.S. Embassy in
Mexico City, where I worked a six-month
rotation in the immigrant visa section.
I discovered that the vast majority of
applicants had already been living in the
U.S., some for many years. At the time, this
seemed quite wrong to me, although I
became resigned to the reality: these people
had broken U.S. law but were, in most

Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81,right, chats with the
first summer interns chosen as part of the Law
Schools new Refugee and Asylum Law Program.
From left are: Professor James C. Hathaway,
director of the program; Kathryn Socha; Assistant
Dean for International Programs Virginia Gordan;
Ali Said; and Anne Cusick. Not shown is Rachel
Lessem. The internships are supported by a gift
from Ronald L. Olson, '66, and his wife, Jane Olson.

cases, entitled to received the benefits of
legal immigrant status anyway.
She continued: "The reasons why these
people had decided to take such risks to
migrate to the U.S. were of much greater
interest and more complex than they
appeared at first blush. While working in
offices concerned with international
development issues at Michigan State
University and the University of Michigan,
I learned more about the debates within
the broad field of development, including,
for example, the obligations between
developed and developing countries,
problems of political instability,
environmental degradation, population
Continued on page 4
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Continued f ram page 3
growth and agricultural capacity, and the
roles of international organizations and
non-governmental organizations."
"Immigration law is essentially about
the orderly entrance of people into a
country; the basic right of states to set
requirements, procedures, and numbers is
not, by and large, controversial," she said.
"In contrast, the disorderly exit of people
from states raises questions and obligations
of international and domestic law and
policy that are broad and very controversial.
The important point is that there is law
that addresses asylum and refugee issues."
Lessem, who speaks Spanish and
Hebrew, has done cultural anthropology
field work in Cuba as well as the United
States. Her undergraduate thesis at the
University of Michigan was titled
"Remembering the Garden: Portraits of
Cuban Childhood Immigration."
Saidi, who speaks Persian and was born
outside the United States, interned last
summer at the Meiklejohn Civil Liberties
Institute in Berkeley, where he drafted the
amicus curiae brief in the lawsuit
challenging the constitutionality of
Californias English-only statute. He also
researched civil rights and human rights
topics and wrote a series of human rights
"issue sheets" for submission to the United
Nations and to the U.S. Department
of State.
A speaker of Spanish and French, Socha
worked last summer at Centro Romero, a
Chicago community organization that
provides social services and legal aid to
immigrants, where she dealt with asylum
and deportation withholding cases for
Salvadoran immigrants and abused-spouse
self-petitions. She also works on the Law
School's Asylum and Refugee Law Project.
The internships are supported by a
$500,000 gift from Ronald Land Jane
Olson to the Center for International and
Comparative Law at the Law School. Jane,
founder and co-chair of Human Rights
Watch/California, is a member of the
Advisory Board of the Center; her husband
Ronald, a 1966 graduate of the Law School
and chairperson of the Law School's
Committee of Visitors, recently was named
the "most influential" attorney in California
(story on page 50).
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"Immigration law is essentially about
the orderly entrance of people into a
country; the basic right of states to
set requirements, procedures, and
numbers is not, by and large,
controversial. In contrast, the
disorderly exit of people from states
raises questions and obligations of
international and domestic law and
policy that are broad and very
controversial. The important point is
that there is law that addresses
asylum and refugee issues."
-

ANNE CUSICK

"This is an area where we could work
together," Ronald Olson said of their gift.
"We could support both the Law School
and further the work that Jane has done."
In the advanced seminar of the Program
in Refugee and Asylum Law, students "will
work in collaboration with one of the six
experts" brought to a colloquium to be
held each April at the Law School,
Hathaway explained. Each year the seminar
will deal with a "very specific cutting edge
issue" in refugee law; students in the
seminar will research the issue, discuss the
findings in the spring colloquium, and
fashion recommendations that "will be
broadly circulated to the refugee and
asylum law community around the world."
"We really want to see Michigan become
a focal point for refugee law research
internationally, and we hope to establish
linkages with people who come here for
the colloquia," Hathaway said.
This year's colloquium addresses the
legality of recent moves by developed
countries' governments to require refugees
to benefit from internal protection in their
country of origin, rather than seeking
asylum abroad. So-called "internal flight"
requirements are now imposed by most
Western states; new policy on this issue is
presently being devised by the United
States government. The colloquium is
tentatively set for April 9-11.

MLK Day speaker
says racism, class
issues loom
for next century
The Hon. Constance Baker Motley,
former chief judge and now senior status
judge with the U.S. District Court of the
Southern District of New York, has been to
the mountaintop - and from that vantage
point predicts that racism will continue to
be an issue in the next century alongside
the new "class warfare ... thats left behind
by our latest economic revolution."
"When I graduated in 1946 you would
not have been able to find a single person
ready to bet 25 cents - that was a lot of
money in those days - that as a black and

The Hon. Constance Baker Motley of the U.S.
District Court of the Southern District of New Yorh
reports that two revolutions - the civil rights
movement and the womens movement - forever
have altered the United States. Motley, speaher for
the Law Schools portion of the University-wide
Martin Luther King Day celebration in January and
a veteran of the civil 1ights era, is the first African
Ameri~an woman to be named to the federal
judiciary.
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as a woman I would have succeeded in the
legal profession, and I would have agreed
with them," said Motley, who earned her law
degree at Columbia University Law School.
'That is because none of us had a crystal
ball, none of us was able to see that postWorld War II America would be convulsed
by a number of social revolutions. And
from my point of view, two of them were
successful. One concerned blacks and the
other concerned women coming into the
mainstream of American life."
Motley embodies both revolutions. She
worked for 20 years with the NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund, Inc.,
handling desegregation/civil rights cases
throughout the American South. On
occasion, she worked with Martin Luther
King, and helped Thurgood Marshall
prepare the landmark Brown v. Board of
Education case, in which the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled in 1954 that public schools
must be desegregated. She eventually
argued ten cases before the Supreme Court
and won nine.
She also has scored a number of firsts:
first woman to be elected president of the
Manhattan Borough; first black woman to
be elected to the New York State Senate,
in 1964; first woman named to the U.S.
District Court of the Southern District of
New York; and the first African American
woman named to the federal judiciary, by
President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1966.
Motley spoke at the Law School in
January as part of the University of
Michigans 12th annual Martin Luther King
Day celebration. Addressing a standingroom-only audience, she provided a firstperson tour of the civil rights era. She
described her work in 1962 to overturn an
injunction forbidding a civil rights march
that King was to lead in Albany, Georgia;
her efforts on behalf of King when he was
jailed near Americus, Georgia; and her
work to get overturned the expulsion of
1,100 schoolchildren in Birmingham,
Alabama, because they took part in a civil
rights march on a weekend in May 1963.
Seated in her audience at the Law School
was Cheryl Ervin, one of those schoolchildren and now a teacher in the Ann
Arbor Public Schools.

The Hon. Constance Ba11er
Motley signs copies of her bool1,
Equal Justice Under Law: An
Autobiography (Farrar, Straus

and Giroux, Inc., 1998). Here, she
signs a copy for Cheryl Ervin, an
Ann Arbor Public Schools teacher
who was one of the 1,100
Binningliam, Alabama, c~ildren
whom Motley~ legal work got
returned to school after their
expulsion for marching in a civil
rights demonstration.

Motley also recounted the moves that
preceded adoption of the "second U.S.
Constitution" after the Civil War with
amendments that guaranteed free black
people and former slaves the same rights as
other citizens; the 1795 treaty between
England and Spain that banned slave
trading; the U.S. Constitutions provision
that the trade end in 1808; Englands
outlawing of slavery in 1837; the 1841
Amistad case in which the U.S. Supreme
Court recognized the freedom of Africans
who had taken over the slave trader on
which they were being transported to the
United States; and finally the post-Civil War
passage of the 13th, 14th and 15th
amendments.
But in 1896, in Plessey v. Ferguson, the
Supreme Court "gave a ringing endorsement
to the concept of separate but equal, a
policy fabricated by southern racists to
circumvent the 14th Amendment
protections," she said. Writing the only
dissent in the case, Justice John Marshall
Harlan "correctly predicted its corrosive
effect on American society," she said.
Between the Brown decision in 1954 and
1964, "official racism" was effectively
banned in the United States by federal
action, she said. The Civil Rights, Voting
Rights, and Fair Housing acts bar official
discrimination, but private discrimination
remains, she explained. And in recent years
there has been increasing opposition to the
affirmative action programs designed to
level the playing field for descendants of
former slaves.
"We will not be leaving racism behind in
the next century," Motley predicted. 'The
question is clear. What do we do about it?
The answer only can be found in the

history of what we have done in the
century past. ... The fact is that racism,
despite all the doomsayers, has diminished.
There is a growing number of African
Americans who are successful in many
fields, she said.
But "we African Americans tend to forget
that our society today includes newly
emerging poor whites, and other whites
who have not succeeded - for the same
reasons many African Americans have not.
"Affirmative action programs must
continue," she said. There are "new realities
that time has wrought, because racial and
ethnic diversity will be the hallmark of the
future."
After her talk, Motley signed copies of
her book, Equal Justice Under the Law: An
Autobiography (Farrar, Strauss and Giroux,
Inc., 1998) 'Just as the black middle class
in this society led the charge against the
effects of official racial segregation in
twentieth-century America, the same group
will lead the charge in the twenty-first
century against our remaining slave legacy,"
she writes in Equal Justice. "Existing black
poverty is directly related to our former
slave status. Segregation was harmful.
'There can be no single blueprint for
eliminating poverty in the next century
There are far too many economic, political,
and social factors today that directly affect
this poverty problem. I see a need for
organizing, strategizing, planning, and
forming alliances such as we had in the civil
rights movement. But I need no crystal ball
to see that the newly emerged, educated,
and greatly strengthened black middle class
will provide the necessary energy and
cooperation."
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Lively discussion and debate are hallmarks of sound legal education. Sometimes such an
airing of issues takes place in private or in the classroom, sometimes in public programs.
The student chapter of the Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies actively
has used the public debate format to generate thought and discussion of current legal
issues. Following are accounts of two of its programs.

Who should regulate us?
In this comer, Richard Epstein, James
Parker Hall Professor of Law at the
University of Chicago and a well-known
and articulate opponent of the
administrative behemoth of government.
His opponent? Law Professor Richard
Friedman, specialist in evidence, the U.S.
Supreme Court and , recently, the U.S.
"nanny" case (see story on page 41) .
Their issue: 'The Federal Administrative
State: ls It Necessary? Is It Proper?"
Each speaker gets opening remarks and
rebuttal, and then both take questions from
the audience, a standing room only crowd
in a large classroom in Hutchins Hall.
"A fabulous turnout," notes Professor
Donald Regan, the moderator. The debate,
held in September, is sponsored by the
Federalist Society for Law and Public
Policy Studies. Following this appearance,
Epstein will address the Michigan legal
Theory Workshop on "Principles for a Free
Society and Hayekian Socialism."
Epstein is the first speaker. What ought
to be the scope of federal jurisdiction? he
opens. Independent administrative agencies
are like a fourth branch of government, he
says. Noting the argument that such
agencies are responses to changing social
conditions, he counters that changing
social structures do not have to lead to
legal changes.
The U.S. Constitution favors state
guardianship over citizens' prerogatives
over national authority, Epstein says. "You
can see a constitutional preference for local
monopoly over national monopoly"
The Commerce Clause is an exception,
giving Congress the power to regulate trade
among the states, he explains. With such
power held nationally, one state cannot
establish a blockade of another.
But 100 years later, when the question
of telephone regulation arose, Congress left
such power to the states, except for
networks. There is less need for federal
regulation when local production and
transportation networks are kept efficient.
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In contrast, "the more you give the
federal government ... the more. likely it is
to find centralized planning [to be] the
solution," Epstein says. National regulation
creates a situation of "winner take all in a
game that is played once and only once,"
he later tells a questioner.
(In fact, he later responds to Friedman,
its odd to take solace in national solutions
when "the two most important causes of
the depression were a function of
misguided actions of the federal
government." The Smoot-Hawley Tariff and
radical deflation "were clearly within
constitutional powers, but so badly
handled that it was odd to see in an
expansion of the federal government an
intelligent response to the difficulties at
hand. ")
But "the expansion of [federal] power is
not just a twentieth-century idea that
emerged with the New Deal," counters
Friedman. Federal power has been
expanding steadily at least since the 1824
Supreme Court case of Gibbons v. Ogden .
Originally, the national government
probably didn't even have the power to
emancipate slaves within the states.
In addition, he says, you cannot ignore
the "growing sense of national identity and
national unity" that has been part of U.S.
history. "What we've had over time is the
sense of unification, highlighted perhaps
most dramatically by the 14th
Amendment, which was a protection of the
people from the states, not from the federal
government."
'The reason that national solutions were
adopted is principally because state
responses didn't work," says Friedman.
Examples: The National Labor Relations
Act , the National Fair Labor Standards Act,
environmental protection, and civil rights.
In addition , he says, "In no other
industrialized country is the national
budget as small [a part of GNP] as in the
United States." And "in no other
[industrialized] country is the power of the
national government as limited as it is in
the United States."

What ought to be the scope of federal jurisdiction ?
Richard Epstein, of the University of Chicago Law
School, asl1s as he opens l1is side of a debate 011
"The Federal Administrative State" at the Law
School in Septembe,: Seated inforeground are his
debate opponent, Professor of Law Richard
Friedman, 1ight, and Professor of Law Donald
Regan, who introduced the spealiers and moderated
their debate.

In contrast, "the more you give the
federal government ... the more
likely it is to find centralized planning
[to be] the solution. National
regulation creates a situation of
winner take all in a game that is
played once and only once."
-

RICHARD EPSTEIN
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School choice: boon or bane?
Should taxpayers get vouchers that
allow their children to attend elementary
and secondary schools of their choice? The
question has been asked increasingly often
in recent years as public schools struggle to
cope with changing conditions.
It was debated at the law School in
November in a program sponsored by the
student chapter of the Federalist Society for
Law and Public Policy Studies. Arguing for
choice schools was Clint Bolick, vice
president and director of litigation for the
Washington, D.C.-based Institute for
Justice. Arguing against choice schools was
attorney Mark H. Cousens of Southfield,
general counsel for the Michigan
Federation of Teachers.
Bolick recalled how the issue has
occupied him since Polly Williams
successfully pushed through a voucher
system for poor inner city children in
Milwaukee in 1990. The Milwaukee system
provided for children of families whose

Gains have been "impressive" by children in Milwauliee's
school choice voucher program and the success of the
program has forced the city's public schools to improve,
Clint Bolick of the Institute for Justice tells a Law School
audience in November. His debate opponent, Marli H.
Cousens, seated, general counsel to the Michigan
Federation of Teachers, countered that voucher systems
could destroy public schools without solving the country's
K-12 educational problems. Their debate was sponsored by
the student chapter of the Federalist Society for Law and
Public Policy Studies.

earnings were 175 percent or less of the
poverty level to apply to private schools in
Milwaukee. Their admission was on a
random basis and the private school had to
accept as full tuition the $3,800 of each
students $6,200 public education
allotment that went with them to the
private school.
Within four years, the gap in test scores
had narrowed substantially between black
students accepted into the private schools
and their white counterparts and
graduation rates for the voucher students
had risen to more than 90 percent, up
from about 15 percent for their
counterparts who had remained in public
schools.
The impact of the program is that "for
the first time low income kids are given the
power to leave the public schools and take
their money with them," Bolick said. And
"the public schools would have to compete."
What is the effect of such programs on
public schools? he asked. Milwaukee's
school superintendent now can fire poor
teachers and close failing schools. "The
quality of public schools in Milwaukee is
arguably getting better."
The Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld
the Milwaukee program in 1992, but the
case still appeared headed for a U.S.
Supreme Court hearing when Bolick spoke
at the law School. A week later, however,
on November 9, the Supreme Court let
stand the Wisconsin voucher system by
declining to review the case.
Such programs now are being litigated
in four states, Bolick said. "What this really
is about is public education. In my view
we have to stop thinking of public
education as education that takes place in a
particular place. Public education is
education that takes place wherever it best
fits the child . . .
"School choice is a driving force behind
systemic education reform [in which]
money follows the child." Private schools
are part of the educational offerings in a
community, he said. "Why we should
exclude good schools, established schools,
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
safe schools that are in the child'.s
neighborhood is beyond me."
Cousens acknowledged that public
school systems have problems of class
size, discipline, drop out rates, and tasks
that public education pioneer John
Dewey "never heard of or even
contemplated" when he won acceptance
of the idea of universal public education
in the United States in the 19th century
But "we don't have to destroy the public
school system to solve these problems,"
he said. He opposes moves like the
creation of school choice systems that
will "deconstruct our educational system
and create a shadow system in which we
shop for education the way we shop
for cars."
Cousens said that studies in
Milwaukee, Tennessee and elsewhere
have shown that small class size is the
secret to students' success. But reducing
public school class size is expensive and
"there just isn't the political will to
increase support for public education by
10-20 percent."
Public schools have assimilated many
cultures and immigrants and have been a
major vehicle for national unification, he
added. "If we create dozens of little
schools all over the country then we
won't have the glue that binds us
together. To quote Arthur Schlesinger,
we'll have too much pluribus and too
little unum."
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The first meeting of the advisory board .
of the new Center for International and
Comparative Law was like casting seeds
into the most fertile of soil. Participants
from around the world settled in to share
the excitement of launching the center and
to discuss possible futures for international
programs and legal education at the
Law School.
"It is a very exciting moment for us to
see such an assemblage of friends here in
one place to talk about something so
important to the Law School," Dean Jeffrey
S. Lehman, '81, said as he welcomed the
board members in early October. The Law
School is fortunate "to have the benefit of
your ability to dream" of what international
and comparative law will be in the Law
School, he said.
Directed by Professor of Law Jose
Alvarez and administered through the
office of Assistant Dean for International
Programs Virginia Gordan, the new center
acts as a lodestone for the Law Schools
many international programs - like
faculty exchanges with the University of
Tokyo and student programs in Cambodia
and South Africa - and serves as a launch
pad for new efforts in the field.
For three hours on a Friday afternoon
board members and a number of faculty
members discussed a variety of questions
concerning the Center.
Many participants re-convened the
following morning to continue their talks.
"This was an exciting beginning to what
is going to become a major player in
American legal education in international
and comparative law," Alvarez said
afterward. "We're grateful to those who
have agreed to serve on this board. Their
willingness to contribute time, effort, and
ideas is both a measure of the importance
of international and comparative law
programs and to their generosity and
commitment to the field."

Lehman also was impressed with the
promise for the Center shown in this first
meeting. As he wrote a week later in his
annual letter to Law School graduates: "I
am especially delighted by the launching of
the International Center. I firmly believe
that the study of other legal systems
resonates with a deeply humanist impulse
to identify with what is similar and
common to people everywhere. I believe
that the University of Michigan Law
School's importance to the rule of law in
the far reaches of the globe redounds to the
enduring benefit of all of us who choose to
make our lives in the United States."
The Advisory Board members are:
■ Justice Aharon Barak, '90-93 Visiting
Professor, Supreme Court of Israel.
■ Professor Giorgio Bernini, '54, S.].D. '59,
Studio Bernini e Associati, Bologna, Italy:
■ Ambassador Emilio Cardenas, M.C.L.'66,
HSBC Roberts, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
■ Timothy Dickinson, '79, Dickinson
Landmeier LLP, Washington, D.C.
■ Professor Claus-Dieter Ehlermann,
'55-56 Graduate Student, European
University Institute Law Department,
San Domenico di Fiesole, Italy:

Professor Emst-Ulich Petersmann of the University of Geneva in Switzerland,
makes a point during the inaugural meeting of the Advisory Board for the Law
Schools new Center for lntemational and Comparative Law.
The Advisory Boards first meeting and the official launch of the Center were
held in October in conjunction with delivery of the William W Bishop Lectures
in lntemational and Comparative Law by Justice Richard]. Goldstone of
the Constitutional Court of South Africa.
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I Center co-sponsors speaker serie~
I

International specialists are featured In a series of
talks sponsored by the Center lpr International and
Comparative Law and the Horace G. Rackham School
of Graduate Studies.
Some speakers are based abroad, others In the
United States.
Bryant Garth, of the American Bar Foundation, launched
the series In January with a discussion of "The Diffusion
of Law: Invention, Adoption, and Imposition."

I

Other speakers and their topics are:
Feburary 15: Bojosl Orlhoglle, Faculty of Law, University
of Botswana and member of the Commission of Inquiry
Into the Judiciary In Botswana, speaking on "Legal
Pluralism and Legal Process."

I

February 22: John Bruce, Wisconsin Land Tenure Center,
"Property Rights."
March 15: Ibrahim Juma, Faculty of Law, University of
Dar es Salaam, "The Politics of Land ."
March 22: Paul Collier, World Bank, "States, Markets and
Development."

I

March 29: Rick Messick, World Bank, "Legal Frameworks
for Competitive Markets."
April 5: Kathryn Hendley, University of Wisconsin Law
School, "Does Law Really Matter?"

■

■

■

■

■

■
■

■
■

Susan Esserman, '77, U.S. Assistant
Secretary of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
Professor Wolfgang Fikentscher, '52-53
Graduate Student, LL.M '54, '66 Visiting
Professor, '87 Research Scholar,
Universitat Munchen, Munchen, Germany.
Professor Jochen Frowein, '57-58
Graduate Student, M.C.L. '58, '92-93
Visiting Professor, Max-Planck-Institut,
Heidelberg, Germany.
Professor Koichiro Fujikura, '88, '94-95
Visiting Professor, Waseda University
School of Law, Tokyo .
Professor John Jackson, '59, Hessel E.
Yntema Professor Emeritus of Law,
University of Michigan Law School;
Georgetown University Law Center,
Washington, D.C.
Jane Olson, founder and co-chair,
Human Rights Watch/California.
Professor Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann,
'91-92 Visiting Professor, Universite de
Geneve, Geneve, Switzerland.
Elixabeth Rindskopf, '68, Bryan
Cave LLP, Washington, D.C.
James Sams, '85, American

Development Services Corporation,
Chevy Chase, Maryland.
■ Professor Henry Schermers, '68-69 and
'94-95 Visiting Professor, Juridisch
Studiocentrum, Leiden, The Netherlands.
■ Gare Smith, '83, U.S. Department of
State, Washington, D.C.
■ Professor Joseph Weiler, Harvard Law
School, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
■ Yoichiro Yamakawa, LL.M. '69, '91-93
Visiting Professor, Koga & Partners
Tokyo, Japan.

J

Professor Jose Alvarez, director of the Center for
lntemational and Comparative Law, launches a
discussion during the first meeting of the Centers
advisory board in October. With him, from left,
are Assistant Dean for lntemational Programs
Virginia Gordon, Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, and
Gare Smith, '83, of the U.S. Department of State.
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Riding the past into the future
Few choices could have reflected the
growing impact of international law as well
as the 1998 Bishop lecturer, Justice Richard
J. Goldstone of the Constitutional Court of
South Africa.
Goldstones talks on the South African
constitution and the war crimes tribunals
that the United Nations established for the
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda reflected
this growth both worldwide and in a single
country He spoke on 'The New South
African Constitution: The Importance of
Comparative Law" in his first lecture and
on "International War Crimes Prosecutions:
Retrospect and Prospect" in his second talk.
Both lectures drew standing room only
crowds.
Goldstone has been on the
Constitutional Court since it was
established in 1993 under South Africas
interim constitution. He took a leave from
1994-96 to serve as chief prosecutor for the
ad hoc war crimes tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia and then the similar tribunal for
Rwanda. Goldstone also serves as
Chancellor of the University of
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg and serves
on the board of its School of Law. In
addition, he heads the board of the Human
Rights Institute of South Africa and is a
governor of Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. He received the American Bar
Association's International Human Rights
Award in 1994.
The William W Bishop Lectures in
International Law began after Bishops death
in 1987 as a way to commemorate the late,
longtime faculty members contribution to
international law studies and to showcase
the thinkers, movers and shakers of
international law. The Bishop Lectures this
year were part of the official opening in
October of the Law Schools Center for
International and Comparative Law, which
is directed by Professor Jose Alvarez.
(See story on page 8.)
"I welcome, from my own experience,
the setting up at this law school of the
Center for International and Comparative
Law," Goldstone said. "I know of no better
way to learn about one's own legal system
than by studying others."
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Together, Goldstones talks laid out
events that a decade ago would have been
unthinkable:
■ The abolition of South African
apartheid and the establishment of a
democratic constitution steeped in
humanitarian rights. Framers of South
Africas constitution looked to their own
colonial past of Roman/Dutch and British
law as well as the fundamental law of many
other countries to forge their national
fundamental law. Along the way they
incorporated into their Bill of Rights and
elsewhere the human rights that many antiapartheid leaders had learned and adopted
from earlier international efforts.
■ The establishment of ad hoc tribunals
in 1993 and 1994 to try war crimes
suspects in the former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda led the way last summer to 120
nations' acceptance of a treaty to establish a
permanent Court of International Criminal
Justice. In voting to establish the court, the
representatives resurrected a dream that
first was discussed in the days after World
War II and during the Nuremberg and
Tokyo war crimes trials.
"The obvious star that we used to guide
us was comparative law," Goldstone
explained of development of the South
African constitution, which has governed
the country since 1997.
South African judges already had
considerable experience using comparative
law. The common law is Roman/Dutch ,
dating from Dutch colonization of the
country in the 17th century British
colonizers left the system pretty much
intact when they ousted the Dutch.
In this century, leaders of the African
National Congress (ANC) and other antiapartheid groups were steeped in
international human rights law and brought
that perspective to South Africa as part of
their battle against racial segregation.
'The anti-apartheid movement was very
much an international human rights
movement," Goldstone said. In 1956, he
explained, four years before it was banned,
the ANC surveyed hundreds of thousands
of South Africans to ask what kind of
constitution they wanted for their country
when it became free. The subsequent
Congress of the People took those findings
and adopted the Freedom Charter calling

for property, legal, political, civil, and
other rights.
Framers of South Africas interim and
final constitutions examined the
constitutions of the United States, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Germany, and
many other countries as they did their
work. The constitution even directs judges
to consider international law when
interpreting the documents Bill of Rights,
perhaps the most extensive in the world.
International and comparative law
perspectives continue to influence South
African decision-making as the courts
establish jurisprudence for the young
constitution, Goldstone said.
Heres an example. When an imprisoned
father of an 11-year-old daughter
challenged President Nelson Mandela's
pardons for most women prisoners with
children under 12, the Constitutional Court
looked to decisions in England, the United
States, Australia, and New Zealand before
concluding that it had the power to review
a presidential pardon. The United States
Continued on page 12
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Justice Richard]. Goldstone of the Constitutional
Court of South Af1ica delivers the first of his two
William W Bishop Lectures in International Law
at the Law School in Octobe1: Goldstone spohe
on the South African Constitution and the war
crimes tribunals established for the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda.

ABOVE: Gina Petro, editor in chief of the Journal
of Gender &: Law, and Patrich Hallagan , editor in
chief of the Journal of Law Reform, chat with

justice Richard]. Goldstone as the South African
jwist and his wife, Noleen, prepare for an informal
dinner with these and other Law School student
editors: Devin Gensch, Telecommunications &:
Technology Law Review; Joshua Levy, Journal of
International Law; Anthony Miles, Journal of Race
and Law; and Bill Sherman, Michigan Law
Review. Otliers attending included David Bacher, a
doctoral student in the U.S./South African
Comparative Constitutional Law class and a former
Fulbright Fellow in South Africa; and Tung Chan,
'98, who as a law student worked at the Legal
Resources Center in Capetown as part of a Law
School program in South Africa. During his visit
Goldstone also held two luncheon meetings with
leaders of other schools, regional study centers and
other units of the University of Michigan.

LEFT: A standing room only audience ove,jlows
into the anteroom as justice Richard]. Goldstone

(barely visible between the heads of listeners)
delivers the William W Bishop Lectures in
International Law.

PHOTOS BY BILL WOOD/UNIVERSITY PHOTO SERVICES
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Continued from page 10
and parliamentary systems forbid judicial
review of a pardon, but the South African
justices also detected "a trend to more
review" in some countries.
"We decided that under our constitution
. . . all South Africans, including the
president, are subject to the constitution,"
Goldstone said. "Therefore the court can
review acts of the president. This was a
fundamental decision. Nothing the
president does is beyond review. "
But the court also decided that the
"unique" conditions of the time meant that
the presidents pardons of the women were
not unconstitutional. Mandela, who had
spent more than 20 years in prison for his
ANC activities, pardoned the women as he
assumed the presidency of South Africa.
Mandela was present when the new
South African Constitutional Court justices
were seated. He noted then that "the last
time I sat in a South African court, it was to
learn whether I was to be executed." In one
of its first cases, the new Constitutional
Court declared the death penalty
unconstitutional.
In many ways, like the South African
constitution, the ad hoc war crimes tribunals
grew from international efforts that had
preceded them. Goldstone was the first
prosecutor for both the tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia in 1993 and for the
tribunal for Rwanda in 1994. Previously, no
one could have discussed such bodies,
"except to regret how little had been done
since Nuremberg," he said.
The idea for humanitarian law grew out
of World War II and the Nuremberg trials,
in spite of their shortcomings, were "a huge
step forward," he said. "Nuremberg gave
birth to universal jurisdiction [and the idea]
that some crimes are so heinous that they
attract attention from courts wherever they
maybe."
Nuremberg was criticized for dispensing
"victors' justice" and other faults, but "it was
an achievement for humankind that a trial
was held at all , and that criticism, in my
view, pales into insignificance," Goldstone
said. Both the Geneva Conventions that
followed World War II, and the later
Apartheid Convention, referred to an
international court - but it never was
established.
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"Unfortunately, nothing happened for
over 50 years .. . because nations'
governments were not prepared to give up
part of their sovereignty to give up some of
their citizens."
Later, war crimes were committed in
Cambodia, Iraq and elsewhere, but the
western democracies were able to avoid
challenging the perpetrators head-on.
Finally, slaughters and war crimes
associated with the breakup of the former
Yugoslavia raised a spector that could not
be ignored. The atrocities in Bosnia
reminded many of the Holocaust, and they
were taking place very close to home in
Europe. In addition, the end of the Cold
War allowed Russia and China the freedom
not to oppose the first tribunal. Establishment of the Rwandan tribunal that followed,
was easier, but neither action was made
without internal or external opposition.
The tribunals have been hard put to
indict top leaders, and have had other
failures, but have established "beyond
question" that international courts can hold
fair trials, Goldstone said. He credited Law
School professors Alvarez and Catharine A.
MacKinnon for "stretching the envelope" to
bring acceptance of the idea of gender war

crimes. He also praised the value of live
tribunals using international law to try war
crimes suspects. "If you don't test it, the law
stagnates," he said. '
The multi-nation vote last summer to
establish a permanent international criminal
court represents a "huge success,"
Goldstone said, but he feels "deep regret"
that the United States was among the seven
countries that voted against the court.
"Without the United States actively
supporting the International Criminal Court
it will be much weaker," he said.
"One hundred and sixty million people
have been killed in wars in this century,"
he reported, and civilian deaths account
for steadily rising percentages - from
1900-1950 warfare claimed one combat
soldier for every civilian; since 1950 the
ratio has shifted to eight civilians for every
soldier.
"If that's what happened in this century,
what will happen in the next?" Goldstone
asked . The permanent international
criminal court "won't stop all crimes, but it
will stop some people from committing
some of the worst crimes known to
humankind."

Criminal Law Careers Law students discuss careers in criminal law in this program in November
sponsored by the Criminal Law Society. From left are: Maaike Hudson, Patti Kim,
Nicky Epstein, Sarah Riley and Candice Greenberg.
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Guindi, '90,
named director of
Career Services

Susan M. Guindi, '90

"You get the sense that many
students believe there is a track that
they will be on, that they won't be
able to do something different. I want
to help students see that they have
many choices in front of them."
-

SUSAN

M.

G U INDI

Susan M. Guindi, '90, already felt at
home at the Law School when she was
named director of the Office of Career
Services in August. After three years as
associate director of the Office of Public
Service, and her three earlier years of study
at the Law School, she knows the school as
both a student and as a staff member.
She also knows firsthand the working
world of the new law school graduate: she
clerked for then-Michigan Supreme Court
Justice Dennis Archer and for Chief Justice
Conrad Mallett, Jr., and practiced law in
Washington, D.C., with both a large firm
(180 attorneys) and a smaller firm
(20 attorneys).
This experience, coupled with her love
of working with students, gives her an
empathy for student concerns and a
credibility with students and recent
graduates that stands her in good stead.
"I love working with students," she says.
"Counseling students and graduates is
very gratifying."
Assistance from the Office of Career
Services is more important than ever for
students and graduates, Guindi says. Many
students graduate from law school with
large education loans to repay, and this
burden of debt can affect their choices of
jobs. There also seems to be "more anxiety"
among students about getting a job than
there was 10 years ago, when Guindi was
going to law school.
The fact is that many graduates will hold
several jobs throughout their careers, and
students need to understand this, Guindi
says. "You get the sense that many students
believe there is a track that they will be on,
that they won't be able to do something
different. I want to help students see that
they have many choices in front of them."
Nor is Career Services' assistance limited
to current law students. Guindi says Law
School graduates who have returned to the
job market also can call on Career Services.
"I think we need to do a better job of
outreach to graduates, and not just be here
for students," she says. "I get calls from
graduates, and I do long-distance
counseling. But I'd like to find ways to
provide more outreach to our graduates."
In addition, she says, many future
lawyers are finding that they will be able to
do pro bona practice as members of large

firms. Some recruiters, she reports, have
been pleased to have interviewing students
ask about such work with their firms.
Staff members of the •Office of Career
Services and the Office of Public Service are
aware of the often complementary nature of
their work and are working more closely
together than they have in the past, she
says. OPS Director Robert Precht offers job
counseling to students, and Precht and
Guindi frequently meet to collaborate and
coordinate efforts.
"We are collaborating much more in
terms of programming and consulting with
each other to be sure that both agendas get
incorporated into the main agenda,"
Guindi says.
"I am absolutely thrilled that Susan
Guindi is now serving the Law School as
director of Career Services," said Dean
Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81. "I have known her
for many years, and I have long admired
her judgment, poise, and knowledge of the
legal profession. She has an extraordinary
capacity to recognize and respond to
students' needs.
"I have heard only positive reactions
from students to Susan'.s work, and I expect
that she will have a lasting impact on how
we help our students to achieve their
professional goals."
Added Precht: "By her example of
balancing a successful private practice with
significant pro bona work, Susan Guindi not
only knows what shes talking about, she is a
wonderful role model for our students."
Guindi, who replaced Susan Weinberg,
'88, attended Oberlin College and received
her B.A. in political science from the
University of Michigan. A magna cum laude
graduate of the Law School, she received
the Order of the Coif and was contributing
editor of Michigan Law Review.
After clerking for Michigan Supreme
Court Justices Archer and Mallett, she
practiced with Dickstein Shapiro &: Morin
and Nussbaum &: Wald, both in
Washington, D.C. She is the 1998-99 chair
of the Public Service Committee of the
National Association for Law Placement.
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The University of Michigan
I
Law School's entering class in
1998 continues the tradition
of its predecessors: Its
students are high achievers,
represent a variety of
viewpoints, goals and
backgrounds, and find the
study of law to be
challenging, rigorous,
and rewarding.
Each first-year student also is
unique, adding to the
diversity that
enriches the Law School
experience for
everyone - students,
faculty, and staff.
Here, we present a
numerical snapshot of the
class of 2001 as well as the
opportunity to "meet"
several members
of the class.

1998 Entering Class
Summer Starters

88

Fall Starters

253

Total 1998 Starters

341

Male

58 percent (199)

Female

42 percent (142)

Students of Color

22 percent (76)

Source: Office of Admissions
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Shayna Susanne Cook
Shayna Susanne Cook's undergraduate internship in the U.S. District Court of the
Western District of Texas was a major step in convincing her that the study of law lay in
her future. "The best part of it was seeing that judges are people, people you can interact
with," recalls Cook, who began her studies at the Law School last fall. "It also gave me a
chance to observe the defendants and the defense lawyers, and compare them to the
prosecution."
Many defendants in the court, located in San Antonio, were Spanish speakers, and
Cook often saw her boss, U.S. District Judge Orlanda Garcia, use his bilingual skills to
keep a trial moving. Sometimes, Garcia simply would switch from English to Spanish to
answer a question, Cook says. However, few U.S. prosecutors exhibited any knowledge of
Spanish, according to Cook.
Cook focused on American history and African American history on the way to earning
her bachelor's degree from Trinity University in San Antonio. "I took classes in law and
realized that I am really interested in constitutional issues and civil rights," she says. In
addition, "I like to write, and that is one of the reasons I came to law school." She came to
the Law School after spending the summer after her graduation working with a law firm in
her home city of Wichita, Kansas.
She decided on the University of Michigan Law School after spending four days here
during the spring. "When I was visiting, I was really impressed with the school, and
particularly with the clinical program," she says. "Michigan seems to pay a lot of attention
to service to the community The students and professors I talked with were very
responsive."
During her first term in law school, Cook worked with the Family Law Project on a
domestic abuse case. The practical experience the case provided was helpful, she says, and
"it was a good experience because it gave me something else to focus on other than myself
and my classwork."
As for the future, she confesses she's undecided. 'Tm interested in public interest work,
and this summer I hope to do public service work, either with a legal aid society or doing
legal work for AIDS patients." HIV-positive people often need legal help with housing,
employment, medical care and other issues, she says.
"One of the main reasons I came to the Law School is that I want to have the resources
to help people," she adds. "I think a law degree is a tool to use to help people, a tool that a
lot of people need and don't have access to."

Paul Diller
The law lies at the heart of so much that
fascinates Paul Diller: American public life,
public institutions, political philosophy A
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania
- with a bachelor's degree in applied
science and another in economics with a
public policy concentration - Diller sees
the law as "central to our public institutions like government."
In addition, his interest in studying
and practicing law has been nourished by
his sister, Rebekah, a public interest
Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 15
attorney in New York City, and friends who
are lawyers.
"During my last semester of college I
took a history course in which we studied
the philosophical foundations of American
constitutional democracy," he explains of
his decision to come to the Law School.
"While I had 3:lways been interested in law
school for practical reasons, this course
piqued my interest in the more theoretical
areas of the law. Michigan appealed to me
because of its intensely theoretical legal
pedagogy and its emphasis on
interdisciplinary education."
"The environment here is very collegial,"
he continues. "I think the Lawyers Club
fosters a camaraderie among first-year
students that is unique. The professors
present the material in an engaging fashion
and they all seem to really enjoy teaching
law."
The field of law is filled with options,
and Diller says that at this early stage he
still is exploring them. "I have not decided
to specialize in any area of the law just yet,
but I am particularly interested in
constitutional law, as well as the
intersection of law and political philosophy.
I am very interested in teaching law some
day, but I also would like to do public
interest work."
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John G. Knepper
Working with then Senate Minority Whip Alan Simpson and Tennessee Senator Fred
Thompson has convinced John G. Knepper that he wants to return to Wyoming- and
that spending three years in the Law School on his way back offers the best chance at
satisfaction once he gets there.
"I want to go back to Wyoming and do economic development work there," says
Knepper, who worked for Republicans Simpson and Thompson for a total of nearly six
years after earning his bachelors degree from Harvard University. He majored in an
interdisciplinary program of history and political philosophy called Social Studies. His
senior thesis wrestled with the excesses that characterized the Salem witch trials in
Massachusetts in 1692.
Knepper credits his certainty about his future career to his work in Washington, D.C.,
in the successful gubernatorial campaign of Don Sundquist in Tennessee, and to his fivemonth car-camping tour of the United States in 1993.
He started that trip by doing flood relief work after the devastating Mississippi River
floods of 1993; later, during the star-filled quiet of an overnight at Chincoteague-Assateague
National Seashore, he sensed the kind of unspoiled, daunting newness that the earliest
colonists must have felt; still later, he marveled at the expanse of Big Bend National Park
and the antiguity of life at Joshua Tree National Monument. "I visited places I'll probably
never get back to," he says now.
Wyoming, with fewer than 500,000 residents, has the smallest population of any state.
Knepper says that fact contributes enormously to the kind of life that he expects to live
there, a life in which neighbors know each other and problems are handled and solved by
those who are closest to them.
Thats not to say the state hasn't got problems, he warns you. Young people are leaving
in greater numbers than they are arriving; tourism is a growing industry but it yields mostly
low-paying jobs; the state's coal industry faces a bleak future; range-raised beef, once part of
every American's regular diet, has seen its appeal shrink.
Kneppers political experience is considerable. He worked in the gubneratorial campaign
of Tennessee Governor Sundquist. He spent four years with Wyoming Senator Simpson
working on political duties and legislation involving immigration, crime, health care and
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Chad Omar-Jai Langley

welfare, and spent nearly two years with
Thompson, who headed the campaign
finance investigation of Clinton and other
Democrats.
Early on in Washington he got what he
calls "a really bad piece of advice" - a
veteran attorney on a lawmaker's staff told
him that "If you want to be a lawyer, go to
law school, but if you don't want to be a
lawyer, you don't need to go to law school."
Within a couple of years Knepper
realized how bad that advice was. He
realized that he was one of the few people
working with the Senate Judiciary
Committee who did not have a law degree.
He realized that "there are a lot of things I
want to do, that I'm interested in, and that
law school is a good way to explore them."
For example, he says, he's interested in how
people relate to one another, and on a
larger scale, how different groups in society
relate to one another.
So why Wyoming?
His roots there reach deep. His great
grandmother, riding in a covered wagon,
moved there at the age of eight during the
1890s. He spent his boyhood there,
graduated from high school there, and went
back during college whenever he could.
"It's where I'm from. I grew up there.
Even during my college years I lived there,
too. I spent my time in Simpson's office
working on Wyoming issues, and Wyoming
values, to the extent that an office in
Washington represents those values. It's
always been where I call home."

Chad Omar-Jai Langley agrees that summer starters share a special attachment to each
other and the season that they began their legal studies. It was his summer work with
AT&T's law and government affairs division that convinced him to come to law school.
And he believes that starting his study at the Law School in the summer was "invaluable to
both my professional and social development."
Langley graduated from the University of Virginia with a major in fii;iance and
marketing. Those studies had little impact on his decision to attend law school, he says,
but in the future he expects them to fuse with his legal education to create a satisfying
career. "I am very interested in working with innovative new businesses and the
entrepreneurs who start them," he explains.
The turn toward law came for Langley during the summers that he worked with AT&T
while the communications giant was trying to help shape the Telecommunications Act of
1996. "During those few summers, I developed a fascination with the legislative process
that led me to pursue a law degree," he explains.
His father is a lawyer, so Langley already had a sense of what legal practice demands.
To get to that profession, "I chose the University of Michigan because of its diverse student
body, its renowned faculty, and its impeccable reputation," he says. "I have found the
environment to be incredibly stimulating and accommodating, both academically
and socially.
"The faculty have lived up to their reputation for providing a rigorous and challenging
academic environment while fostering camaraderie among the students."
As for starting in the summer, "I believe that beginning during the summer, with such a
small group, allowed me to develop lasting friendships with many of my classmates in the
summer section. It also facilitated my transition into a relatively new environment."
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Alessandra Testa

Wei-Orin Lee
"Diversity in thought is extremely important to me," explains first-year law student
Wei-Drin Lee.
"I completed my undergraduate degree at Princeton University, where I studied music
with a focus in composition, writing mostly piano music, computer music, and some
works for small chamber ensembles. While composing music fulfilled me in a very
particular way, I missed engaging other aspects of my mind. Sitting in front of the piano all
day often kept me from the experience of engaging with the outside world, and I really
wanted to do something to return.
"The JD., renowned for its flexibility, seemed like a good choice. Law school would
allow me to push myself intellectually while maximizing my opportunity for
interdisciplinary thought."
This doesn't mean that she has left music behind, however. She expects to work in
copyright law, "perhaps eventually evolving into an interest in entertainment law as my
life, at least the hidden parts of it, still remains rather devoted to the arts. It is my
intention to practice law when I graduate, but I can easily see myself 10 years later
sculpting my JD. into some other kind of tool benefiting another area of life."
Lee described her previous contact with the legal profession "as any experience an
average person might have, struggling with the esoteric language of the law. I perceived
law everywhere around me, but was frustrated with the relative lack of access available to
the layman. So going to law school had some overtones of a pursuit of empowerment,
I suppose."
The University of Michigan Law School attracted her because of both "the quality of
what would be taught within the walls of the school and the quality of the people who
would be within the walls .... Studying law is not just a walk in the park, and it is
important to know that my colleagues are people who have positive bearing on my life,
outside of being merely fell ow law students."
Sharing her first year with such students has been helpful. Like most entering law
students, Lee has found herself in basic training for a rigorously educated profession.
"First semester first year is not a sweet cow that will lick your hand. It is a
temperamental bull that will try to gore you if you loiter around the fence. I speak mainly
of the aura surrounding the first year experience in general, not Michigan in particular.
Many of my fellow students have described it as boot camp, and I am still unsure why our
initiation into law school should be one that has the potential of embittering wide-eyed
enthusiasm. I chalk it all up to tradition."
18
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For Alessandra Testa, it was her work
with women prisoners that led her to the
Law School. She had earned her bachelors
degree in psychology at Columbia College,
Columbia University, and was working as a
researcher for a Columbia psychology
professor.
"During some of this time, I also
worked as an interviewer in a women's
maximum security prison for a research
project investigating the interaction
between drug/alcohol use and family
violence," she explains.
"I had worked on a similar family
violence project in a hospital setting, but
working in a prison setting gave me a
different perspective on the issue. Oddly
enough, I felt that the correctional facility
was the first safe place that some of these
women had experienced. It was very sad to
me that prison was often the first legal
intervention in their lives, which started
me thinking about the different ways the
legal system could have intervened to
protect them at earlier points in their lives.
That experience put the thought of going
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to law school into my head. When I finally
decided I didn't want to pursue a graduate
degree in psychology, it was very easy for
me to make the decision to pursue an
education in law."
Testa began her legal studies last
summer - "I was influenced by the
prospect of being in Ann Arbor in the
summer, starting with only three classes,
and finishing in December 2000" - and
quickly became an active member of the
law School community: She represents her
first-year section on the Law School
Student Senate, has been part of the Family
Law Project, which aids domestic violence
survivors in obtaining Personal Protection
Orders, and has been working on the
Michigan Journal of Gender and Law.
"It was especially great to start with
Professor Whites (Robert A. Sullivan
Professor of Law James J. White, '62)
Contracts class," she says. "His technique
of calling on students to discuss cases that
had something to do with their
background made the classes come alive.
I think it made the students more involved
in the readings, trying to determine if
Professor White could connect them to the
readings in any way:"
"I think the diversity of my classmates'
experiences has really added to the material
we have studied," she remarks. "They bring
a perspective to the class that highlights the
complexities of the topics we study when
they are applied in the 'real world'."

Bonnie Heather Walker
Bonnie Heather Walker saw her teaching of English composition and English literature
at the City University of New York (CUNY) as a way of "giving a voice" to her students.
Many used English as their second language, and others had enrolled without the speaking
and writing skills that college work requires.
It was working with those students that led Walker to enter law school. She had
graduated from Bryn Mawr College with a major in English and French, and taught
undergraduates for six years while earning her masters of philosophy in English literature at
the CUNY Graduate Center. Slowly, she came to appreciate how her students' classroom
difficulties often reflected other longstanding problems.
"It wasn't a very easy decision to come to," she says of her own move to the study of law.
"It wasn't something that had occurred to me when I was an undergraduate."
At CUNY, "In my class I was encountering a lot of people from disadvantaged
backgrounds, who hadn't been treated fairly by the education system, who hadn't had
access to other social resources that they should have had access to.
"I felt that what I was doing was giving them a voice, in a sense, but I felt that there was
a limit to what I could do about the issues in the classroom .... I thought there's more
potential for addressing these public policy issues that have to do with equal opportunity
through the law."
After working a year as a paralegal staffer for a New York City law firm, she began
studies at the law School last fall. "Its a lot different from graduate study," she reports.
"In graduate study you go in depth, do a lot of independent work. In law school, you're
asked to take a problem and look at it from as many sides of the problem as could possibly
exist. You're asked to look in ways you'd never dreamed of before, asked to think in ways
that aren't comfortable. Its a much more disciplined form of study:"
"In a sense, the whole thing is a sort of immersion process," she adds. "Before you know
it, it shapes how you think."
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Anew role

for the

'W~~~i~~
Wij
Law students call it the
"weeping wall" because the
bulletin board on the south wall
of the first floor of Hutchins
Hall is where final examination
grades are posted at the end of
each term.
During the recently ended
fall term, however, the wall
took on a new life as the site of
a weekly posting of questions
for student comment. "We're a
law school. Lets talk,"
encouraged a big sign at the
right side of the open white
sheet of paper posted for
student comments.
Fourteen questions appeared
during the term, a new one
each week. The queries were
the work of the student group
Perspectives of Women and
initiated by third-year law
student Hilary Taylor with the
help of Jessica Silbey, '98, a
doctoral candidate at the
University of Michigan.
"We don't have a space
where we can get together and
find out what people think" and
wide ranging debate is not
always possible within the
classroom, explained Taylor, so
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a public place that students
pass by daily offered great
potential for a student dialogue
for all to see. 'This wall was an
attempt to uncover the
differences in opinions and
often submerged perspectives,
to bring them out and to enable
conversations around them. It
was a chance for the students to
be more proactive, to plant the
seeds of discussions, and
encourage students who are
often not participating in the
first place."
Students responded
throughout the term, with
contributions that reflected the
full arc of social, political and
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personal beliefs. Answers
ranged from sage to sarcastic.
Some were whimsical. Some
generated responses of their
own.

Taylor confessed to being
anxious whenever she walked
past a new question and its
responses. But by the end of the
term she considered the wall to
be a success. Overall, she said,
"people think that it's been a
positive thing." Respondents
were asked to sign their remarks.
"I think that all sides are
speaking on the wall," Taylor
explained. "I also like the idea
of students being proactive and
going beyond what happens in
class ... They read the wall and
talk about the wall. I just want
people talking."

Here are some answers to
the question "What's your ideal
job? (Pretend student loans are
not an issue.)":
■ "Student loans aren't an
issue? Student for life."
■ "First black female Supreme
Court Chief Justice."
■ "Federal Prosecutor."
■ "Public Defender."
■ "Independent Counsel."
■ "To be ... j.J. White
[Robert A. Sullivan Professor
of Law James]. White, '62]."
■ "Ben and Jerry flavor tester!"
And heres an answer to the
question asking for students'
favorite lawyer jokes: "You can
always tell a lawyer (but you
can't tell him much)."

Law students check responses to the
current wee/i's question on the
"weeping wall" in Hutchins Hall.
Usually reserved for the posting of
final examination grades, the space
became home during the fall term to
wee11ly questions posted by students
working with the student group
Perspectives of Women.
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■

Following is a sampling of
other questions that appeared
during the term.
■ What does it mean to be an
intern? If Bill Clinton had
been Monica's teacher,
would it have been
harassment?
■ What does Ally McBeal do
for the image of lawyers?
■ Does the Socratic method
work?
■ The current debate seems to
center around affirmative
action as an issue of race. Do
you regard it as an issue of
gender as well?

Against "popular" opinion,
Congress is proceeding with
impeachment hearings.
What would President
Clinton's removal from office
signify for the country7
■ Is it constitutional to restrict
marriage to partners of the
opposite sex?
■ Is there equal access to
opportunity at this law
school? Should there be?
How does this affect
opportunities outside the
school?
■ Reform Party candidate and
former professional wrestler
Jesse "The Body" Ventura is
governor-elect of Minnesota.
What does this say about
our two-party system?
■ Regardless of what the law
says, should juries always do
what they think is right7
■ For what Supreme Court
decision are you most
thankful?
■ Are the risks of anonymous
speech in this context
(the board) too great?

WE'RE ALA
SCHOOL!
LET'STALR_

~

Hilary Taylor stands at the bulletin
board display where she posted
weekly questions for student comment
throughout the fall term. "I wanted to
encourage discussion," she says.
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Finding food for thought
in the 'brown bag'
Time is as precious for law students
as it is for practicing attorneys, as
anyone who has been either will
testify. What attorney hasn't
conducted business or plotted strategy
over lunch? And what law student
hasn't brown bagged his lunch at least
once in order to squeeze in a chance
to hear a special visitor speak or a
faculty member expand on regular
classroom programs?

The Law School's Office of Student
Services capitalizes on the academic
tradition of brown bag lunches to offer
special programs that cut across classroom
enrollments and bring special visitors to the
Law School to share their experiences. Two
of these programs during the fall term
included talks by Elizabeth Pollard Hines,
'77, Chief Judge of the 15th District Court
of Washtenaw County, and Paul Reingold,
Director of the Law School's Michigan
Clinical Law Program.
Both sessions took place in October in
the informal atmosphere of the Lawyers
Club Lounge, as do most of the midday
brown bag programs presented by the

Office of Student Services. Hines and
Reingold took seats with students arrayed
in a semi-circle in front of them to listen
and then ask questions.
"I like to think of it as the emergency
room of the court system," Hines explained
of her court, which handles cases ranging
from landlord-tenant disputes and traffic
tickets cases to first hearings for felony
offenses. She and the court's other two
judges expect to handle 44,000 cases
during 1998, she predicted. In any half day,
there may be 70-150 cases. "One day it
ranged from illegal possession of a skunk
to murder."
Hines, who was a county prosecutor
before becoming the first woman elected to
the Fifteenth District Court bench in 1992,
said that she enjoys her work because of the
variety of people and issues that come
before her. She said she tries to decide cases
promptly because "I know that people
come to court and want to be heard."
Students are welcome to attend court to
see how county courts work, she said, and
she invited interested law students to
accompany her on one of her regular trips
to the county jail for first hearings there.
She had three tips for future lawyers or
judges:
1. Your integrity is the most important
thing.
2. Keep your sense of humor.
3. It's important to be involved in the
community.

The Law School Experience Asian Pacific American Law Students Association (APALSA)
members Kevin Pimentel, 3L, Marita Etcubaliez, 2L, Wei-Drin
Lee, lL, and Tushar Sheth, lL, outline their preparation for law
school and their experiences at the University of Michigan Law
School during a session for undergraduates on "How to Get into
Law School" that was part of the Association for Asian
American Studies' East of Califomia Conference at the Law
School October JO-November 1. Focusing on the subject
"Mapping the Geographies of Asian American Studies," the
conjerence drew 250 participants. APALSA was one of the
conjerence sponsors. Visiting Professor Maria Ontiveros
moderated the panel on "Asian Americans in the Law."
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In contrast to Hines' description of her
work, Reingold focused tightly on part of a
complex case that involved prisoners' rights
issues in all four states of the federal Sixth
Circuit.
The case involved a jailhouse lawyer
named Thaddeus X and his client, Bell.
Thaddeus X argued, among other
complaints, that prison administrators and
guards had retaliated against him for his
legal efforts by giving him cold food,
denying him pencils, moving him to harsh
living quarters and harassing him in other
ways. An Ann Arbor magistrate
recommended dropping many of the
claims, but not the charge of retaliation. But
the judge rejected the magistrate's decision
and rejected all of the plaintiff's claims.
Thaddeus X appealed.
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Before the appeal could be heard,
Congress passed the Prison Litigation
Reform Act (PLRA), which makes it harder
for inmates to sue by requiring the
exhaustion of administrative remedies
before filing suit and prohibiting the waiver
of filing fees. Soon the question arose
whether PLRA was retroactive and applied
to cases that were filed and moving through
the judicial system at the time the law went
into effect.
At the request of the Sixth Circuit, law
clinics in Ohio, Tennessee and Michigan,
and a private lawyer in Kentucky took up
the case of PLRA5 retroactivity for prisoners'
cases that already were in the judicial
system when the act became law. 'They
gave us close to 90 minutes to do the
argument," an unusually long time and a
measure of the importance that the court
attached to the issue, Reingold said. "We
won in a 2-1 decision." The U.S. Supreme
Court denied certiorari last spring.
That ruling left Thaddeus X's retaliation
case as an active one. "I thought that on the
merits this was a case that should not have
gone down on summary judgement,"
Reingold said. 'The question for me as a
lawyer was how do I make the argument on
the merits when I've only been appointed
to brief and argue the retroactivity of the
PLRA?"
His answer was an "extremely
argumentative statement of facts" in the
brief. A panel of the court reversed on the
merits, but the full court granted re-hearing
en bane. Reingold argued to the en bane
court in December 1997 in Cincinnati.
With the Court's 16 judges arranged in a
horseshoe around him, "it's like being in a
shooting gallery" for the attorney making
his argument, Reingold said. The court's
decision had not been announced by
deadline time.
In cases like this one handled by the
Law School's clinics, law students perform
the full range of attorneys' activities, from
discovery and brief writing to courtroom
litigation. "In my view, students should
have the chance to do some complex
litigation while in the clinic," said Reingold,
who handled federal court cases as a Legal
Aid lawyer and as an Ann Arbor assistant
city attorney before coming to the Law
School in 1983.

ABOVE: The three judges of Washtenaw Countys

TOP: Paul Reingold, Director of the Michigan

Fifteenth District Court are handling 44,000 cases a
year, the Hon. Elizabeth Pollard Hines, '77, Chief
Judge of the Court, tells students in a lunchtime
program on "The View From the Bench," presented
in October by the Office of Student Services.

Clinical Law Program, discusses the clinical law
program and a case that its staff handled, during a
lunchtime brown bag program presented by the
Office of Student Services in October.
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Helpingvolunteer law students pack
food items at Food Gatherers
in Ann Arbor during the Fall
Community Service Day that
was part of orientation for
new students in August. Food
Gatherers collects perishable
and non-perishable food from
more than 200 local food
businesses and distributes it
to nearly 140 community
programs. Each orientation
session for new students at the
Law School includes a
community service day in
which students may volunteer
to work at one of a variety of
area agencies. In August,
community service day
volunteers also worked at
Baldwin Center in Pontiac,
Dawn Farm in Ypsilanti,
Detroit Cannery in
Farmington Hills, Detroit Zoo,
Focus: Hope and St. John
Cantius Church in Detroit,
and the Salvation Army in
Ann Arbor.
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Japanese Supreme Court justice says
quasi-judicial commissions would help courts
Gazing out from his vantage point of
nearly 10 years on the Supreme Court of
Japan, ltsuo Sonobe applauds the role of
quasi-judicial commissions like the Fair
Trade Commission, Civil Rights
Commission and others - and wishes that
Japan had such commissions.
The Supreme Court alone annually
handles more than 1,200 civil cases and
more than 300 criminal cases, he says, and
Japans overall court system is overloaded.
"We have only national courts. We have no
state courts, no county courts or municipal
courts." Japan's court system includes one
Supreme Court; eight Appellate or High
Courts; 50 District Courts; 50 Family
Courts; and 4 38 Summary Courts.
Commissions that hear disputes and use
"substantial evidence" procedures to
resolve them would relieve overcrowding
in the courts and speed decision-making,
says Sonobe, who studied the Washtenaw
County and other judicial systems when he
was a Research Scholar at the Law School
in 1957-58.
Much of Japans legal system is
"imported" from the United States, he
notes, and "probably we should import the
administrative commission system.
"We should have some such quasijudicial system. We have only
administrative action by the government. . . .
People should [be able] to appeal to the
administrative commission. The problem is
that in the Japanese system we have only
the Fair Trade Commission that has a
substantial evidence system that is a quasijudicial system." On the other hand, for
example, the Prefecture Committee of the
governments Labor Committee and the
Central Commission of Labor Relations are
not governed by evidence rules in their
deliberations.

Japanese Supreme Court justice ltsuo Sonobe,
1957-58 Research Fellow, discusses his "Reflections
on the Japanese Supreme Court" in the Dean~
Distinguished Lecture to the International Law
Workshop at the Law School in September.

Sonobe visited the Law School in
September to deliver the Dean's
Distinguished Lecture to the International
Law Workshop, a series of lectures that
features guest speakers as well as
permanent and visiting faculty members
who are experts in international legal
issues. In his talk, "Reflections on the
Japanese Supreme Court," Sonobe urged
that Japan adopt a system of cooperation
between courts and administrative
commissions or tribunals that would
reduce court overcrowding by shifting
some cases to quasi-judicial administrative
proceedings.
He also discussed the Japanese legal
systems development of the "supplemental
opinion," which allows justices to write
separate opinions while maintaining the
technical result of a unanimous opinion,
and noted that Japan's courts use
experienced judges as researchers instead
of using clerks, like U.S. courts do.
Sonobe turns 70 on April 1 - hes an
April Fool's Day baby, he jokes - and
according to Japanese law must leave the
bench then. His 10-year tenure is double
the average length of time that a justice
remains on the Supreme Court. He expects
to return to teaching after leaving the
court.
Sonobe taught administrative law at
Kyoto University from 1956-70, and later
at Tsukuba University and Seikei University.
His experience as a judge began at the
Tokyo and Maebashi District Courts and
Tokyo High Court, where he served in
1970-78 and 1983-85. He was a research
judge at the Supreme Court from 1978-83
and was appointed to the Supreme Court
of Japan in September 1989.
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Michigan State Attorney General Fran1i Kelley,
below, and Gail Warden , left, CEO of Henry Ford
Health Systems, address participants in the
symposium "What~ the Prognosis: Managing Care
in the Next Century," held at the Law School
in October.
BELOW: Assistant Professor Peter Hamme,; '89,

right, in his role as moderator, provides the context
for discussion of "Industry Self-Regulation." Hammer
noted that managed care has changed traditional
medical care by bringing providers and insurers
together into a single organization. From left,
panelists are: Norman G. Table,;Jr., Senior Vice
President and General Counsel, Clarian Health
Partners; William M. Sage, Columbia Law School;
Mark Hall, Wa11e Forest University School of
Medicine; Susan M. Wolf, University of Minnesota
Law School; Susan D. Goold, University of Michigan
Medical School; and John G. Day, Senior Vice
President and Chief Counsel, CIGNA Corporation.

How will

medical care
be managed?
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Veteran Michigan Attorney General
Frank Kelley put it this way: "Every
advanced industrial nation in the world has
made the decision that health care should
be a public responsibility. We are the only
nation going the other way, that health care
should be for profit."
And Henry Ford Health System CEO
Gail Warden put it this way: "We're
suffering from a managed care backlash.
Quality is at the top of the agenda, and that
is driving what we're doing."
The different approaches taken by
Kelley, who the previous week had brought
a case against a Detroit nursing home
where a patient had been scalded to death,
and Warden, a member of the Advisory
Commission on Consumer Protection and
Quality in the Health Care Industry, which
delivered its final report to President
Clinton in 1998, mirror the knottiness of
the health care questions that face
Americans now and in the next century

Kelley and Warden were keynote
speakers for the symposium "What's the
Prognosis: Managing Care in the Next
Century," held at the Law School in
October. The symposium was presented by
the University of Michigan Journal of Law
Refarm and the University of Michigan
Health Law Society and sponsored by the
Law School and the University of
Michigan's Medical School, School of
Public Health and Horace H. Rackham
School of Graduate Studies.
Through two days of talks and panel
discussions, participants fulfilled
organizers' hopes of providing "a forum for
discussion of oversight and regulation in
managed care" and wrestling with "the
important questions of who should have
the authority to monitor healthcare
delivery and what any such control should
entail."
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Assistant Professor Peter Hammer, '89,
neatly summed up the setting in his
introduction to the panel discussion on
industry oversight. "Who is the 'self' in
self-regulation?" he asked. "The public?
The market? Professionals? The spheres
overlap. The HMO changes the nature of
the firm that provides health care.
Fiduciary obligation may play the role that
ethics used to play ... Self-regulation in
the future will not remember the ethics of
the past. ... We're going to be trusting the
market to make the price/quality tradeoff
and to make the quality/quantity tradeoff."
Noting the "apparent conflict of interest"
that characterizes managed care organizations'
united role of "providing and financing
health care service," Hammer predicted
three changes:
• Greater emphasis on information for
accountability
• Movement toward a tiered system of
quality.
• Movement toward licensing or
credentialling of health care provider
organizations.
"I could never have imagined the depth
of the backlash to managed care ..
because it is doing what it's supposed to do
- deliver quality care at a reasonable
price," said panelist John G. Day, Senior
Vice President and Chief Counsel of
CIGNA, a health care provider agency
Managed care has made "major progress in
rationalizing a segment of the economy
that had been long overdue."
But "the consumer is in a particularly
vulnerable situation" when he must seek
care through a managed care agency that is
both provider and insurer, countered
Susan Door Goold of the University of
Michigan Medical School. In addition,
Goold said, "the consumer is not the
purchaser" of health care, the employer is.
Other panels dealt with "Government
Direction of Healthcare Relationships" and
"Stakeholders Shaping Healthcare." Smaller
"breakout" groups grappled with "Fitting

the Vulnerable into Managed Care:
Childrens Health, Mental Health and the
Impoverished" and "Maintaining Health
Care as We Know It: Graduate Medical
Education, Biomedical Research and
Hospital Integration."
Warden, in his Saturday morning
keynote address, noted that quality in
health care is "a function of the interplay
between the individual consumer,
caregivers, the system that organizes the
services, the purchasers and payors who
buy, and the private and public agencies
that handle oversight/compliance." The
result is achieved through "an interplay of
the different constituencies that have
something at stake."
He recounted the work of the Advisory
Commisson and outlined the Consumer
Bill of Rights and Responsibilities that it
devised. The Bill of Rights and Responsibilities says consumers are entitled to
information, a choice of providers and
plans, access to emergency services,
participation in the treatment decision,
respect and nondiscrimination,
confidentiality, and a procedure for
handling complaints and appeals.
Among consumers' responsibilities are
to maximize healthy habits, to work
collaboratively with health care providers
to develop and carry out treatment plans,
to disclose relevant information, to
"recognize the reality of risks and limits of
the science of medical care and the human
fallibility of the health care professional"
and to "be aware of a health care providers
obligation to be reasonably efficient and
equitable in providing care to other
patients and the community"
"There will be attempts to eliminate
managed care," Warden said, "and that is
possible in some places, but it won't
happen if managed care does what it needs
to do."
Kelley, speaking the previous afternoon,
said that in recent years "nothing has the
potential of affecting a persons life more"
than health care. He recounted how his
office rebuffed Columbia HCA
Corporations attempt to take over a
nonprofit hospital in Michigan by taking
over some of its assets and entering into a
joint venture with it. The Lansing-based
Michigan Capital Health Centers $90

million in assets had been accumulated as a
tax-exempt charity, and these assets could
not be taken over by a profit-making
enterprise without paying taxes on them,
he said. The Ingham County Court ruled
that Michigan law forbids a non-profit
hospital from entering into a joint venture
with a profit-making enterprise.
To Kelley, who left the Attorney
Generals office in January after serving
37 years in the post, health care providers,
nursing homes, and other parts of the
health care system need to be monitored
by government agencies that retain a
professional distance from the organizations
that they regulate. Regulatory agencies have
been told "we are becoming consumer
friendly" with those they regulate, he said.
"I can't get information from regulatory
agencies because they're in bed with the
people they regulate."
"I don't have all the answers," Kelley
said, "but I can tell you the answer is not
to stabilize HMOs by making them more
profitable."

"Every advanced industrial nation in
the world has made the decision that
health care should be a public
responsibility. We are the only nation
going the other way, that health care
should be for profit."
-

FRANK KELLEY
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Cook Lectures speaker:

science and religion
need not do battle

Bigger Can Be Better Legal practice with a large firm offers you a large body of experience to draw on, support staff and a
variety of people as colleagues, Robert Jackson, '94, right, of Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather and
Geraldson in Chicago, tells listeners during a program in September that featured five representatives
of the Chicago Committee on Minorities in Large Law Firms. With Jackson is fellow committee
member Sylvia Stein, '92, of Latham and Watkins in Chicago. Practice with a large firm is "a good
job" and "hard work," Stein said. "You have to negotiate, you have to juggle. ... You have to deal with
the idiosyncracies of people you are supervised by." The program was presented by the Office of
Academic Affairs; other participants included:
■ Dorian Williams, of Rudnick and Wolfe, who served as moderator. Committee programs like
this one are "to make our particular practices better, our firms better and your lives better,"
Williams said.
■ Asheesh Goel, of Sidley and Austin. Goel, who recommended that young associates take pro bono
cases when they can. "You have to be proactive about managing your schedule and you have to be
proactive about getting the world you want," he said. Mostly, "You have to be true to yourself."
■ Dan Hurtado, ofjenner and Bloch, who noted that minorities make up only 8-10 percent of the
attorneys with most large law firms. He recommended that minority candidates investigate a firms
support of public service work and minority bar associations as part of their application process.
Formed in 1987 and involving more than 50 minority partners at Chicagos 50 largest law firms, the
Chicago Committee on Minorities in Large Firms helps firms recruit minority associates, organizes
annual meetings of minority partners in large Chicago law firms, holds on-campus discussions with
minority law students at schools in the Chicago area, presents seminars for minority lawyers and
works in othrr programs to assist minority lawyers and to help law firms identify, recruit, hire, retain,
and promote minority lawyers.
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Harvard Professor Stephen Jay Gould
knows how murky we can make the
dividing line, so he likes to keep things
simple when hes parsing the boundary
between science and religion.
Science, he says, "deals with the factual
characteristics of the empirical world."
Religion, on the other hand, is "an entirely
different discipline that deals with moral .
and ethical meaning."
Sounds simple enough, doesn't it? But
the two "are always sitting next to each
other," and sometimes their boundaries
blur. And of course science is younger
than religion, so "when there was no
science these questions fell into the domain
of religion."
Gould discussed the conflict of such
issues in the first of the two talks that he
delivered in September as the William W
Cook Lecturer on American Institutions.
The annual lectures, sponsored by the Law
School and the College of Literature,
Science and the Arts, were established by
William Wilson Cook, the Law School
graduate whose gifts also included funds for
the William W Cook Law Quadrangle and
the Martha Cook Building, a residence for
women students.
Paired as a program on 'The NonConflict of Science and Religion," Goulds
lectures dealt respectively with "Science
and Religion in the Fullness of Life" and
"Inherit the Wind Revisited: A History of
Creationism in the Courtroom." The contest
between science and religion has been
fought harder in the United States than
perhaps in any other country, Dean Jeffrey
S. Lehman, '81, noted in introducing
Gould . American institutions have
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Stephen jay Gould

"Nobody gives up tenitory
without a struggle."

"Science, being the study
of the empirical world, can't
give all the answers to that angst
and uncertainty."

witnessed and been part of the battle more
than those in any other country, he said.
Gould is Professor of Geology at
Harvard University, Curator of Invertebrate
Paleontology at Harvard's Museum of
Comparative Zoology, and a prolific writer.
His monthly column, 'This View of Life,"
has appeared for more than 25 years in
Natural History magazine. He is the author
of 17 books, among them The Panda's
Thumb , which received the National Book
Award in Science, Wonderful Life, which was
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in nonfiction,
and most recently, Questioning the Millenium:

A Rationalist's Guide to a Precisely Arbitrary
Countdown.
Religion grudgingly has given ground to
science, Gould said, and in fact church
leaders have been further out front in
accepting the change than is widely known.
So why the struggle?
"Its just human nature," Gould said.
"Nobody gives up territory without a
struggle." If it had been the other way, if
science were older but found itself losing
ground to religion, "it would have given up
territory very reluctantly."

"I have no quarrel with anybody for different beliefs."

Theres also a psychological side to the
struggle. "This is a tough world. Life's hard,
its difficult, [and] we want it to have
meaning.... Science, being the study of
the empirical world, can't give all the
answers to that angst and uncertainty."
In his second lecture, Gould focused the
spotlight of historical context on the famous
1925 Scopes trial in Dayton, Tennessee,
where former Law School student Clarence
Darrow, for the defense , faced William
Jennings Bryan in a case over teaching
evolution in public schools.
Legally, Darrow lost to Bryan, but Scopes
never was arrested and the publicity effort
to draw attention - and income - to
Dayton reaped its gain. Hundreds of
journalists had descended on the small
town above the Tennessee River. Today, the
Scopes Trial that most Americans know
best is the version of the book, play, and
movie Inherit the Wind , in which Darrow
emerges victorious and Bryan in the
trappings of a fool.

Actually, Gould said, the two were quite
evenly matched. And Bryans opposition to
teaching evolution was consistent with his
progressive philosophy, which earlier had
led him to support womens suffrage and
other progressive issues. Bryan turned
against the teaching of evolution because he
read of what was occurring in Germany,
where some intellectual and political leaders
were using the doctrine to justify unjust
treatment of some classes of people.
The kind of law that Scopes was
convicted of transgressing stayed on the
books until 1968, when an Arkansas
teacher successfully challenged it. Later, in
1987, another challenger succeeded in
getting a similar law in Louisiana
overturned in the Supreme Court.
"This is the way that issues like this
should be resolved . ... I have no quarrel
with anybody for different beliefs," Gould said.
This years Cook Lectures were presented
in the auditorium of the Rackham Building
to accommodate the large audiences that
Gould drew.
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Senior Day in December always is
balmy in spirit if not outdoor temperatures,
and festive in outlook even though
overshadowed by still-to-be-taken final
examinations. And so it was on December 5,
with a special gift from Mother Nature of
spring-like temperatures that teased at 60
and offered participants the chance to mill
about comfortably throughout the
Law Quad.
At the Michigan Theater, where
commencement ceremonies took place,
family members and well wishers stood as
graduates entered to the processional music
of a brass quintet. Camera flashes were
frequent, as they would be again as each
graduate crossed the stage to the individual
reading out of.his or her name . The
program listed 82 JD . and LL.M. recipients.
A reception followed at the Lawyers Club.
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, told the
graduates that "you have become ever more
deeply reflective people" and encouraged
them to make a "commitment to integrate
your role as lawyer with your role as citizen."
Taking note of the "wondrous
cohesiveness" of the summer starters who
make up most of the graduates in
December, Law School Student Senate
President Yolanda McGill advised: "Hang on
to this day, because it is of serious import."
This is the last time that this group of
friends, colleagues, and fellow students all
will be together in one place at the same
time, said McGill, a third-year student who
will graduate in May.
"We wish you well and we hope you are
able to take full advantage of all the
opportunities that will come your way," she
told the graduates. "Congratulations."
James Birge, chosen by his fellow
graduates to speak at the ceremonies,
bundled reminiscences of Law School life
into a delivery that drew frequent laughter
from listeners. For example, here he is on
the practice class for beginning law students
conducted by Professor James]. White, '62 :
"Surely, only an affable Midwestern law
professor would be charitable enough to
shepherd us through these first, trying days.
Well, by the end of this mock class,
Continued on page 32
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Graduate Eleanor Chin poses with her parents,
Gabriel and Janet Chin, outside the Michigan Theater,
whose marquee congratulated Law School graduates.

Shima Ray makes final adjustments to the placement of
her mortarboard before the processional.

Eleanor Chin hugs proud father Gabriel after
commencement ceremonies at the Michigan Theater.

James Birge, chosen by his fellow graduates to address
them, recaps the anxieties and accomplishments that
have accompanied graduates' three years of study at the
Law School. Birge expressed hope that graduates find
"as much that is right" in their futures as they have
found during their time at the Law School.

Laughter and smiles are major parts of
commencement - even though final examinations
will follow.
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Watching Lake Michigan "We have a choice in how we use our shoreline," for public access or
private development, Cameron Davis, Executive Director of the
Chicago-based Lake Michigan Federation, tells a Law School
audience in November. Davis, who formerly taught in the Law
School's Environmental Law Clinic, spoke under sponsorship of the
Environmental Law Society. He said the Federation's three-pronged
approach includes land use planning, habitat protection and reducing
pollution in Lake Michigan, which is the largest lake in the United
States and the only one of the five Great Lakes that does not share a
border with Canada. Lake Michigan is "essentially the most
thoroughly studied aquatic system in the world," he said. In the near
future, the Lake Michigan Federation and other environmental groups
hope to bring together many of the scientists who have studied the
lake to share their approaches and findings. The Great Lakes are
"essentially a sink" that collects and holds drainage and pollutants
from a huge area, he said. "In Lake Michigan we have about a
100-year retention time" before a drop of water that comes into the
lake is replaced. Among his other points:
■
■
■

■
■

Land development in the six Illinois counties that touch Lake
Michigan is proceeding 10 times as fast as population growth.
80-90 percent of original wetlands have disappeared from the
four states that border Lake Michigan.
Michigan has the largest assemblage offreshwater sand dunes in
the world, but they are "disappearing at an enormous pace,"
mostly to sand mining.
Increasing percentages of pollution entering Lake Michigan
is airborne.
Although litigation often can be successful and is more apt to
attract attention from polluters, it is costly and many nonprofit
groups cannot afford to use it very often. "I think over time we
need federally enforceable standards."

Continued f ram page 30
Professor White had indeed shepherded us
- right into the Socratic slaughterhouse. A
classmate, Matt Brissenden, emerged dazed
and confused after over an hour of one-onone questioning, only later discovering that
he had just been grilled on the most
difficult case any of us would encounter in
our three years of law school."
Here he is on Professor Yale Kamisars
Constitutional Law class: Kamisar "was
apparently under the belief that all
convicted felons are in prison due to either
police misconduct or physician-assisted
suicide. Nonetheless, at Matt Norton's
prompting, Professor Kamisar attempted to
provide a full portrait of our criminal justice
system, covering robbery, murder, and most
other crimes on the last day of class."
And, finally, on each other: "On a more
personal level, we sought each other out for
friendship , camaraderie, and counsel. In the
process, we frequently celebrated together,
lived together, and even vacationed
together. Of course, being good lawyers,
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we also argued together, but only once we
were confident that the other person knew
as little as we did regarding the disputed
topic."
"Rather than finding all that could be
wrong with law school," he concluded, "we
found much that was right - challenging
professors, impressive classmates, spouses,
friends, Rose Bowls, and, when all the stars
were perfectly aligned, even a parking spot
on Monroe Street. May I be so fortunate to
find as much that is right in the years ahead
as I have found during my three years with
you in Ann Arbor."
A.W Brian Simpson, the Charles f and
Edith J. Clyne Professor of Law, delivered
the commencement address, a light-hearted
look at the wit and wisdom that accompany
the study and practice of law.
Simpson recalled his own studies at
Oxford University Law School in England,
where "my fellow students were just as
important an educational resource as
faculty, libraries and so forth."

"You will, I am sure, have benefited, as I
did, from the rich variety of experience
which your fellow students have brought to
the Law School," Simpson said. 'That is
why we need a generous and flexible policy
over admissions. Your friends in law school
can become your friends for life; you need
to follow old Dr. Samueljohnsons advice if
that is to happen: Keep your friendships in
constant repair."
"What you are really commencing, or
about to commence, of course, is your
career in the profession of the law," he told
the graduates. "And at this rite de passage
many of you are temporarily repossessed
again by your parents, families and friends .
'They are here, as we in the faculty are
here, first to congratulate you on your
achievements, and secondly, to wish you well
for the future. We hope that you will keep in
touch and, over the years, look back at your
time amongst the ivy clad walls, and the
obese squirrels of the Law Quad, through
rosier and rosier tinted spectacles."

BRIEFS
Holden Fund underwrites continuation
of pediatric law programs
The James and Lynelle
Holden Fund has made a
$550,000 gift to the Law
School to continue operation of
the Child Welfare Law
Resource Center, which helps
train law students for work in
children's law cases and assists
practicing attorneys with their
cases. The gift also supports
stipends for summer
fellowships and a third faculty
position for the Child
Advocacy Law Clinic.
The Holden Fund, named
for the late James Holden, '38,
and his wife, Lynelle, has been a
major supporter of the
University of Michigan and its
medical center. This is the funds
first gift to the Law School.
"We emphasize helping
children through a lot of our
gifts," said Holden Fund
Trustee Donald j. Miller, '53,
managing partner of Helm,
Miller &: Miller of Detroit.
Miller, who is one of three
trustees of the fund, said that
his daughter and law partner,
Beth Anne Miller, often deals
with cases involving juvenile
law and contributed her
insights to his consideration of
the great need for training
lawyers to work in this field.
The Holden Fund gift is a
major boost to the Law Schools
preparation of students for
careers in pediatric law,
according to Suellyn
Scarnecchia, '81, Associate
Dean for Clinical Affairs.
Scarnecchia said the Law
Schools effort to develop
careers in pediatric law is
three-fold:
■

The Child Advocacy Law
Clinic, which the Law
School has operated since
1976, enrolls 30-40 law
students each year. The
students work under faculty
supervision and "provide

■

■

direct representation of
children, parents and the
state child welfare agency in
civil child abuse and neglect
cases."
The Child Welfare Summer
Fellowship, in which about
20 law students, including
four from the Law School,
undergo special training at
the beginning of the
summer and then disperse
to work at a variety of
summer placements around
the United States.
The Child Welfare Law
Resource Center, which

capitalizes on its connection
with the Law School and the
Child Advocacy Law Clinic
to provide trainin& and
publications to pediatric
attorneys and judges
throughout Michigan. The
center uses law students as
research assistants to provide
support to judges and
attorneys in the field.
The Holden Fund gift
ensures continued operation of
the Child Welfare Law Resource
Center, Scarnecchia said. 'The
Resource Center's mission is 'to
improve the legal systems

handling of child-related cases
through professional
development'," she explained.
'The generosity of the James
and Lynelle Holden Fund
makes it possible for us to
continue to offer high quality
training for future pediatric
attorneys and much needed
support for attorneys and judges
in the field," she said. 'The need
for such training and support
never has been greater, and we
at the Law School are elated that
we can play a significant role
in meeting that need."

WelcomeDean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, welcomes the Law School Deans Delegation from the Peoples Republic of China during
their visit to the Law School in November. Next to Lehman is Virginia Gordan, Assistant Dean for International
Programs. The deans and other officials visited the United States from October JO-November 13, stopping at San
Francisco, Boston, Washington, D.C. and New York as well as Ann Arbor. They visited private firms, the U.S.
Supreme Court, the American Association of Law Schools and law schools associated with Stanford University, the
University of California at Berkeley, Harvard University, Georgetown University, City University of New York,
Columbia University and Yale University. At the University of Michigan Law School, they met with f acuity and top
administrators to discuss organization and governance of the Law School, student administration, curricular
·
development, and faculty hiring and development. Their visit at the Law School was arranged through the Center
for International and Comparative Law. The delegation included: Zeng Xianyi, Dean of the Law School, Renmin
University; Zhang Wenxian, Professor and Vice President of]ilin University; Wu Zhipan, Professor and Dean of the
Law Department, Beijing University; Yu Jingsong, Professor and Dean of the Law School, Wuhan University;
Xy Xianming, Professor and Dean of the Law School, Shandong University; Wu Handong, Professor and Dean of the
Law School, Zhongnamn Instititue of Law and Political Science; Wang Yajie, Deputy Director-General, Office of
Academic Degrees, State Council; Liu Fengtai, Deputy Director-General, Department of Higher Education, Ministry
of Education; Li Jing, Program Officer, Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Education; and Fang Jun,
Deputy Director, Department of International Cooperation and Exchanges, Ministry of Education. The visitors
toured at the invitation of the U.S. Department of Education to obtain "a comprehensive understanding of the
American system of legal education including areas such as management, administration, curriculum development,
f acuity and student recruitment, teaching methods, and the use of technology."
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Bernard Petrie, '52, launches
"I asked &rnard to speak for about 20
minutes about this question of character and
lawyers," Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, told
the 15 invited students gathered for the first
Sperling Seminar last fall. "And then I
thought we could open things up in a more
casual format where you can feel free to
follow up on any of the points he makes or
to ask him more about his own career."
"Bernard" was &rnard Petrie, '52, a U.S.
Military Academy graduate and renowned
solo practitioner in San Franciso. For the
first-year law students invited for the
occasion, it was an opportunity to hear from
and then talk with a recognized and
respected practitioner about the practical,
sometimes nagging questions of ethics and
professionalism in the practice of law.
Petrie has practiced in New York with
Cravath, Swaine and Moore, and in San
Francisco with the firm now known as
McCutcheon, Doyle. He also served as an
assistant United States attorney in California
before opening his own firm. He "has
enjoyed an unusual and elite solo practice
since then, doing litigation and corporate
work, including some high profile antitrust
work and libel litigation, borrowing backup
support from other firms whenever it was
needed," Lehman said.
The dean also noted that Petrie has
received two of the highest honors a litigator
can receive : election as a Fellow of the
American College of Trial Lawyers and
election as a member of the American Law
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Sperling Seminars

Institute. Petrie also chaired the
San Francisco Bars Ethics Committee.
Petrie "fits Mr. Sperlings vision precisely,"
Lehman explained of the California attorneys
role in inaugurating the series of seminars.
The seminars are made possible through the
Sperling Project on Character-Building and
Civic Responsibility, which is supported by a
gift from George E. Sperling, Jr., '40, of
Buckley & Sperling in Santa Monica.
The seminars are designed to "coordinate
and implement numerous presentations
and/or discussions on practicing law in
todays legal environment while maintaining
principles of character and responsibility"
The seminar series is for first-year law
students. It is modeled after the Dean's
Forum series, which brings together Law
School graduates who have succeeded in
fields other than the practice of law with
mostly upper level students who share an
interest in the guests field of endeavor. Both
programs are held throughout the academic
year.
Other fall term Sperling Seminar speakers
were Yvonne Quinn, '76, a litigation partner
with Sullivan &: Cromwell in New York, and
former Whitewater Special Prosecutor Robert
B. Fiske, Jr., '55, of Davis, Polk&: Wardwell,
New York. Both visited the Law School in
December. At deadline time, Howard N.
Nemerovski, '57, of Howard, Rice,
Nemerovski, Canady, Falk, Rabkin in San
Francisco, was scheduled to be the Sperling
Seminar speaker on March 18.

ABOVE: Bernard Petrie, '52, the first speaker in the

new Sperling Seminar series for first-year students,
chats with seminar participants prior to joining
them for lunch in October.
BELOW: Other Sperling Seminar speakers during

the fall tenn are shown greeting students prior to
their luncheon conversation. At left is Yvonne
Quinn, 76, of Sullivan & Cromwell, New York;
at right is f onner Whitewater Special Prosecutor
Robert B. Fis11e,Jr., '55, of Davis, Polk & Wardwell,
New York.

